Inside a Tree Lesson Plan
Learning Objectives: Student will understand the following:
•
•
•

The anatomy of a tree trunk
How trees grow.
Why growth rings are formed

Idaho State Standards Met: K.S.3.1, 1.S.3.1, 2.S.3.1, 3.S.3.1, 4.S.3.1, 5.S.3.1, 6.S.3.1,
7.S.3.1, 9-10.B.3.1
Materials: Playdough or clay in four colors, plastic wrap, knife.
Background:
There are five main layers in a tree trunk. Each
layer has a special job.
1. The Outer Bark - This outside layer protects the
tree from injury or damage
2. Phloem - (flow-em) This layer feeds the tree.
The food goes from the leaves down through the
branches and trunk to the roots.
3. Cambium - This layer is a very thin growing
layer. It makes new phloem and new xylem. The new xylem produced in the early part of the
year is called early wood. Usually there are warmer temperatures and more rain in the spring and
this layer grows very fast. Early wood is lighter colored because the cells are large. The xylem
made later in the year when there is less moisture in the soil grows much more slowly and is
called late wood. This layer is dark because the cells are small. Each year’s growth of light and
dark wood is called an annual ring.
4. Sapwood - (new xylem) This layer is made of the
youngest layer of wood. It carries water and minerals up the
tree from the roots through the trunk and branches to the
leaves.
5. Heartwood - Heartwood is old xylem. It gives the tree
structural support.
Each year a tree forms a new layer of tissue. The width of each year's ring reflects growing
conditions such as moisture or sunlight. A wide ring indicates faster growth (good conditions),
whereas a narrow ring indicates slower growth (poor conditions). When the tree is cut, these rings
can be "read" like a diary of the climate.
Focus Phase:
Ask students what makes up the center of the tree and gives the tree strength? (heartwood) A
student portraying heartwood should stand in the center of an open area, tighten their muscles
and chant, “I support; I support.”

Ask students what tree part transports water to all parts of the tree? (sapwood) Have 4 students
portraying sapwood join hands to form a small circle around the heartwood. Have these students
chant, “Gurgle, slurp. Gurgle slurp. Transport water,” as they raise their joined hands up and
down.
Ask everyone what part of the tree transports the food from the leaves to the rest of the tree.
(phloem) Have six students portraying phloem join hands and form a large circle around the tree.
Then have them simulate the role of the phloem by reaching above their heads and grabbing (for
food), and then squatting and opening their hands (releasing the food) while chanting, “Food to
the tree!”
Ask students if they’ve left out an important part of the tree. What layer produces new sapwood
and phloem to keep the tree growing and healthy? (cambium) Have the five students portraying
cambium form a circle between the sapwood and the phloem. Tell them to sway from side to side
and chant, “New phloem, sapwood, and cambium.”
Ask students what final component of the tree trunk is missing—it’s something that protects the
tree. (bark) Have the eight bark students lock arms and form a circle that faces out from the
center of the tree. Ask them to look tough. Have them march in place chanting, “We are bark.
Please keep out.”
When the tree is completely assembled, have all students act out and chant their parts
simultaneously. If you want, you can end the session by telling the students their tree is old and
falls over. Let everyone carefully fall down.
Activity: Make a Tree Cookie
Tree “cookies” are cross sections of a tree trunk that show the layers of a tree. Scientists use
tree cookies to count tree rings and estimate the age of a tree. Materials needed: Playdough or
clay in four colors, plastic wrap, knife.
1. Using red clay, roll a 1-inch diameter, 6-inch long rope, which will represent the
heartwood.
2. Roll out white clay in a rectangle big enough to wrap around the heartwood. This
represents early wood.
3. Roll out blue clay in a rectangle. This layer should be thinner than the white layer and
represents the late wood. Wrap it around your early wood. The early wood and the late
wood equal one annual ring of the tree. Continue making annual rings, remembering to
vary the thicknesses.
4. After you have completed making your annual rings, wrap one layer of clear wrap around
the last tree ring. This is the cambium.
5. Now make the bark. Roll out a layer of brown clay and wrap it around your trunk.
6. After the log is constructed, slice it into 1/2-inch thick pieces. You have made a tree
cookie! Share your tree cookie with others and see if they can guess how old your tree
is by counting the annual rings.

